The primary objective of this work is to analyze model based Value-at-Risk associated with mortality risk arising from issued term life assurance contracts and to compare the results with the capital requirements for mortality risk as determined using Solvency II Standard Formula. In particular, two approaches to calculate Value-at-Risk are analyzed: one-year VaR and run-off VaR. The calculations of Value-at-Risk are performed using stochastic mortality rates which are calibrated using the Lee-Carter model fitted using mortality data of selected European countries. Results indicate that, depending on the approach taken to calculate Value-at-Risk, the key factors driving its relative size are: sensitivity of technical provisions to the latest mortality experience, volatility of mortality rates in a country, policy term and benefit formula. Overall, we found that Solvency II Standard Formula on average delivers an adequate capital requirement, however, we also highlight particular situations where it could understate or overstate portfolio specific model based Value-at-Risk for mortality risk.
Introduction
Solvency II was a major driver for European insurers to upgrade their quantitative risk assessment models both for the purposes of the assessment of the regulatory solvency position and internal risk management needs. Major European insurance groups have developed and implemented full or partial internal models, which value risks from the perspective of a company specific risk profile. However, as demonstrated in Table 1 , majority of the European insurers, predominantly small and medium sized firms, calculate the regulatory solvency capital requirement using the standard methods and stress scenarios prescribed by the legislation (Standard Formula). First, according to the Standard Formula, an insurer's regulatory Solvency Capital Requirement (SCR) is estimated on individual risk module/sub-module level. Secondly, the individual risk assessments at risk module and sub-module level are aggregated to the total SCR by taking into account the diversification between the risks. For example, SCR for mortality risk sub-module is assessed by calculating the amount of loss of insurer's available Solvency II regulatory capital (Basic Own Funds) resulting from an immediate and permanent 15% increase in mortality probabilities used for calculation of the Solvency II technical provisions. SCR for mortality risk is aggregated with SCR's for other life underwriting risks such as In practice, the use of the Standard Formula goes beyond the calculation of statutory solvency position. Insurers often treat the outcome of the Standard Formula risk assessments as the key risk indicators, which are embedded in their enterprise risk management systems. Insurers which are subject to Solvency II regulatory regime at least annually perform Own Risk and Solvency Assessment (ORSA), which includes qualitative and quantitative assessment of risks as well as analysis on how well the Standard Formula fits the company's specific risk profile. Both insurers and regulators aim to ensure that such an assessment includes sufficient quantitative analysis of risks. Therefore, for Standard Formula users it is important to understand what is behind the calibration of Standard Formula standard stress scenarios and the key deviations of their risk profiles form the risk profile on which the Standard Formula calibration is based.
In its essence, the Standard Formula is designed to suit the risk profile of the "average" European insurer. However, insurers in the European Union (EU) are highly heterogeneous and the "average" insurer is difficult to define. For example, life insurers may be exposed to different levels of mortality risk due to the differences in products offered, distribution channels used, maturity of insurance portfolios, prevailing policy terms and conditions, volatility of mortality in a country where insurer operates and a number of other factors.
The topic of modelling solvency capital for the risk of variation of mortality rates in the literature was addressed mainly with the focus to longevity risk. Solvency II Directive requires that SCR is calibrated to the VaR of the basic own funds subject to a confidence level of 99.5% over a one-year period. However, as argued by Richards et al. (2013) 
. . . some risk do not fit naturally into one year VaR framework and it would be excessively dogmatic to insist that longevity trend risk only be measured over a one year horizon.
It seems that this approach is shared by the European Insurance and Occupational Pensions Authority (EIOPA), who used run-off approach for the calibration of the uniform mortality shocks for mortality and longevity risks during the review of the Standard Formula (EIOPA 2018).
Several models have been proposed to model mortality/longevity risk using one-year VaR approach, where the key challenge is how to model the risk of variation of technical provisions in one year's time after the valuation date. Börger et al. (2014) and Plat (2011) developed models which explicitly model the mortality trend risk which is used as the proxy to capture the risk of variation of technical provisions. Richards et al. (2013) took into account the risk of changes in technical provisions by simulating one year's portfolio mortality and subsequently refitting stochastic mortality model for each simulation scenario based on the results of the first year simulations. A similar approach was used by Jarner and Møller (2015) who proposed a model designed specifically for the Danish system of reserving for longevity risks. Olivieri and Pitacco (2009) developed a model, which included a Bayesian procedure for updating the parameters of projected distributions of deaths and formulated conditions for few alternative definitions of solvency capital rules, however, their model did not necessarily strictly follow a one-year VaR approach.
Calculation of mortality VaR usually requires the simulations from a stochastic mortality model as an input. A model proposed by Lee and Carter (1992) started a new generation of the extrapolative mortality projection methods, and in its original or modified form is widely used both in academic research and in practice. A number of improvements of Lee-Carter model have been proposed, both from the point of view of model specification and statistical estimation of parameters, for example, see Lee and Miller (2001) , Booth et al. (2002) ; Brouhns et al. (2002) ; Renshaw and Haberman (2003) . In parallel, several alternative extrapolative stochastic mortality models have been developed (see comparative study by Cairns et al. (2009) , some of which explicitly model the cohort effect on mortality rates. The simulations of mortality rates may be performed using simple approaches based on randomly generated i.i.d. residuals or using more complex strategies with application of bootstrap or Bayesian methods. Different simulation approaches are discussed by Renshaw and Haberman (2008) and Li (2014) .
The purpose of this paper is to analyse how closely SCR for mortality risk, calculated using Standard Formula, approximates the portfolio specific mortality VaR, and to identify factors which may affect the adequacy of this approximation. We performed the analysis for four selected European countries: Lithuania, Sweden, Poland and the Netherlands, which have substantially different mortality experience. In calculations we follow the approach similar to EIOPA (2018) with the following key modifications:
• EIOPA follows run-off VaR approach and we examine the results using both run-off VaR and one-year VaR approaches.
• EIOPA assumes random walk with drift (RWD) as the default model for forecasting of the time varying parameter, which is driving the projected mortality improvements. We perform formal statistical testing for the purpose of confirming the hypothesis that RWD does not contradict the historic data.
• EIOPA fits the stochastic mortality model using the mortality data for ages 40-120 years (the same as for longevity risk). We fit the stochastic mortality model for ages 25-75 years. We assume, that for most of life assurance protection products the highest exposure to mortality risk is associated with mid-aged assured lives. Therefore, the model fitted using the experience from the target population range can provide the most relevant parametrisation for the forecast.
• EIOPA calibrates VaR using temporary life expectancies, thus implicitly assuming that the benefit payable under life assurance policy decreases with time. Decreasing benefits are common in life assurance products linked to mortgages or other credit instruments. In addition, mortality sum at risk is decreasing with policy duration for some risk and savings products (e.g., traditional endowment insurance) where the total benefit payable on death is fixed and insurer is able to recoup part of the losses by reversing the accumulated savings amount. However, a significant part of life assurance products have fixed sums assured. In this paper we examine the effect on VaR of both benefit formulas: level (fixed) sum assured and sum assured which is decreasing linearly with time.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses overall approach to VaR calculations and provides the results. Section 3 discusses the results. Section 4 provides the details of the statistical fitting of Lee-Carter model. Section 5 describes in detail our VaR calculation methodology.
Results
According to McNeil et al. (2005) (see page 38) given certain confidence level α ∈ (0, 1) VaR can be defined as:
where L is a random variable of a loss. Throughout the paper, consistently with the Solvency II legislation, we calculated VaR using 99.5% confidence level, that is, set α = 0.005.
As we show in Section 5, in the context of mortality risk in the Solvency II framework, L is a loss/gain of the Solvency II capital (Basic Own Funds) due to variation of mortality rates. Thus, VaR 0.005 (L) defines extra capital needed to cover the unreserved mortality losses arising from the increase in the future mortality rates.
Taking the run-off approach, we consider the fluctuations in mortality rates until the maturity of a policy. In contrast, if we take a one-year view, the key drivers of risk become fluctuation of mortality rates in the first projection year and the risk of changes in reserving (Best Estimate) assumptions at the end of the first projection year. A graphical illustration of the contrast between run-off and one-year simulations of mortality rates is provided in Figure 1 . As illustrated in the charts, in calculation of run-off VaR we apply simulated mortality rates which vary stochastically for the whole period of an insurance coverage. In contrast, in calculation of one-year VaR, we use stochastically simulated mortality rates for modelling of death benefits in the first projection year, and for the remaining years we apply the curves of projected Best Estimate mortality rates, the level and trend of which depend on the outcome of the first year simulations. For example, if a certain simulation scenario stochastically results in a sharp increase of mortality rates in the first projection year, we assume that a curve of the projected Best Estimate mortality rates for that simulation scenario is shifted upwards as well. In addition, the results of the first year simulations, affect the trend of the Best Estimate mortality rates and the projected curves are not parallel. The bigger is the variation in the level and trend, the higher risk is associated with the changes in the Best Estimate technical provisions at the end of the first year, which results in the higher one-year VaR.
Let's consider what kind of practical reserving behaviour would be consistent with one-year VaR model described above. Firstly, the model implies that actuaries in the reserving assumptions allow for the future mortality improvements (mortality reduction factors) which are projected with Lee-Carter model. In practice, actuaries often reserve life assurance products without allowing for future mortality improvements, that is, some prudence is left in the Best Estimate, although strictly speaking this is not in line with the legislation. Overstatement of the Best Estimate means that the risk of its insufficiency due to fluctuation in mortality rates and consequently VaR are lower. Thus, if the Best Estimate for life assurance products is calculated without allowance for future mortality improvements, the company specific one-year VaR would be lower than one-year VaR assessed by us.
Secondly, consistently with RWD model applied for modelling of Lee-Carter model time varying index, we assume that variation of the latest year mortality rates is fully translated to shifts in projected Best Estimate mortality curves. This implies, that actuaries base the Best Estimate mortality assumptions on the mortality level implied by the last year's experience. In practice, actuaries often use various smoothing, averaging and similar methods, as a results of which the variation driven by the mortality level of the last observed year may be taken into account only partially. Application of such techniques may result in lower risk of changes in Best Estimate and lower VaR.
Finally, even if the reserving methodology allows for mortality improvements, the sensitivity of the mortality reduction factors (trend risk) to the last year's mortality experience may vary from insurer to insurer. In our calculations we use two levels of credibility factor δ (5% and 10%), which represents variation in reserve risk due to differences in actuarial methodologies applied. The credibility parameter may be interpreted as the proportion of evidence related to the last year's experience accounted for in setting the assumed mortality reduction factors. Thus, in case of δ = 10% mortality reduction factors are more sensitive to the last year's experience than in case of δ = 5%, and the modelled trend risk increases with the growth of δ. See Section 5.2 for more detailed discussion of the trend risk modelling.
Overall, the above considerations imply that our approach results in rather conservative estimate of one-year VaR for two levels of selected trend risk parameters.
For the purpose of comparability of our results with the Standard Formula mortality stress parameter we have converted the calculated VaR's to equivalent VaR rates. We define VaR rate as g which satisfy the following condition
Here L is random variable of a loss in basic own funds, BE t is the initial Best Estimate, t is the valuation year, n is projection term and CF (g) t+i , i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}, are projected mortality benefits calculated according to the applicable benefit formula by applying the following m year stressed mortality probabilities m q (g)
where x denotes age at time t, q x (t) are the Best Estimates of one year mortality probabilities and m ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}. In such a way, we search for rate g, which makes the stressed Best Estimate equal to the initial Best Estimate plus VaR. The results of calculation of run-off VaR rates are presented in Figure 2 .
The results obtained indicate that run-off VaR rates tend to increase with policy term. Uncertainty about the future mortality rates grows with time, which leads to wider confidence intervals of mortality rates for long term projections.
Similarly, for the policies with decreasing sum assured, higher sums assured are paid in early policy years when the mortality uncertainty is lower than in later policy years, which implies that run-off VaR rates are generally lower for policies with decreasing sum assured than for equivalent policies with fixed sum assured.
The shape of VaR rate by age curves is related to the shape of Lee-Carter parameter β x (see Section 4) which determines the sensitivity of projected age specific mortality rates to the changes in the time varying parameter, and drives the relative level of age specific projected volatility of mortality rates. As demonstrated in Section 4, Sweden and the Netherlands have relatively stable parameter β x over the modelled ages. Consequently, for those countries run-off VaR rate curves are flat as well. For Lithuania and Poland, higher volatility of mortality rates at younger ages increase the run-off VaR rates for policies issued to younger policyholders.
Comparing the results with the standard Solvency II stress level of 15%, the calculated VaR rates are significantly higher for Lithuania, however, for other countries the results are close to the value of the standard parameter. As discussed in Section 4, Lithuanian mortality improvement trend is not so settled as in other countries, which resulted in high standard error of time varying index and wide confidence intervals of projected mortality rates.
The results of calculation of one-year VaR for two levels of trend risk parameter δ, are presented in Figures 3 and 4 .
The shape of one-year VaR rate by age curves is similar to the shapes of run-off VaR rate curves of the corresponding countries. The overall level of the curves to a large extend depends on the value of trend risk parameter δ, especially for longer term policies. For countries other than Lithuania, the overall level of one-year VaR rates, given the analysed values of parameter δ, tend to be lower than the standard Solvency II mortality stress parameter of 15%. 
Discussion
When comparing the estimated VaR rates to the Solvency II Standard Formula mortality stress, on average, EIOPA's calibration looks adequate. Lithuania, which experienced high volatility of mortality of mid-aged population, can be considered as an exception. It is possible, that the mortality trend will stabilize and the width of the confidence bands of the projected mortality rates will become more similar to other EU countries. Meanwhile, actuaries should take into account the risk extra volatility of mortality rates related to Lithuanian exposures.
Overall, the general level of our estimates is comparable with EIOPA (2018). The curved shape of development of EIOPA's calculated VaR rates with age is likely to be caused by the shape of Lee-Carter parameter β x (see Section 4). Our estimates of parameter β x are likely to be different from EIOPA's due to different range of ages and populations used for model fitting. Nevertheless, actuaries should take into account that mortality VaR of their insurance portfolios might be higher than the Standard Formula estimate. In particular, in cases of very long term policies with fixed benefits actuaries should consider the need to perform portfolio specific mortality risk assessments.
It should be noted also that some components of mortality risk have been omitted from our assessment. In particular, parameter risk, model risk and basis risk (the risk that the estimates based on the general population data differ from the estimates based on the insured population data) might be significant. In addition, for small portfolios, the risk of random mortality fluctuations might increase the volatility (process risk) substantially. Olivieri and Pitacco (2009) discussed the process risk and showed that it reduces for large portfolios.
In our VaR model we tried not to depart too far from Solvency II interpretation of the mortality risk used by regulators and the market. Consistently with the Solvency II legislation we have not taken into account the risk of catastrophic events (e.g., pandemics) which are allowed for in a separate Standard Formula submodule. By using Lee-Carter model as a basis for the calibration of the stochastic mortality model we have implicitly assumed that the trend observed in the period used for calibration of the model will continue in the future. Considering that the calibration is based on the periods of favorable social, economic and political development, implicitly we assume that there will be no major disturbances (such as wars, long term economic depressions, changes in the political systems, etc.) during our projection period. Modelling of such events would be inevitably subjective and would make our results less comparable with EIOPA (2018).
Basis risk can have a material impact on the results of VaR calculation. Changes in level, trend or volatility of mortality can differ for insured population and the general population, for example, due to differences in the level of income, socio-economic status, regional differences and other factors. However, the effect of the basis risk is difficult to estimate, mainly due to lack of high quality, consistent and sufficient statistical data on mortality of insured lives for an extended time period, which for many countries is not available.
Taking the above into account the results of our calculations should not be interpreted as a comprehensive insurer's economic capital sufficient to cover mortality risk from all sources of risk with 0.5% probability. Actuaries and risk managers should take this into account when performing realistic mortality risk assessments of their portfolios.
We note that the results of one-year VaR calculations depend on insurer's internal reserving procedures and methodologies. It might be the case that the sensitivity of changes of reserving assumptions with experience depends on severity of changes in actual rates: in case of extreme changes in the actual mortality major revision in assumptions is more likely than in case of the minor deviations. Overall, unless there is an established procedure on how the Best Estimate assumptions are updated with the latest experience, the mortality one-year VaR model and its assumptions will result in substantial simplification in comparison with the real world. However, there are examples of the objective link between experience and Best Estimate assumptions, see Jarner and Møller (2015) for an example of the case where the procedure of updating mortality assumptions is set on the national level. The topic of modelling of the process of updating actuarial assumptions with experience may be an interesting subject for further research. Evidence from such research could help to provide additional justification of one-year VaR model assumptions and could foster insurers to use such approach more widely in the risk management area.
In addition, analysis of drivers of the mortality improvement and their impact on VaR for mortality risk would be an interesting area for further research. For example, insights from the examination of the effect of changes in smoking habits, obesity, pollution, medical advances and other factors on trend and volatility of mortality could provide valuable input to models and assumptions of VaR for mortality risk. On the other hand, the credibility of such analysis is often compromised by the lack of credible data and complex interdependencies between the mortality data and the underlying drivers of mortality improvement.
In conclusion, based on the analysis performed for the selected countries, we found the overall calibration of the Standard Formula for mortality risk adequate, given the current definition and interpretation of the mortality risk in Solvency II. However, there are insurance portfolio or country specific differences which can result in portfolio specific VaR higher or lower than the capital requirement produced by the Standard Formula.
Stochastic Mortality Model

Overview of the Data
For our analysis we used data from the Human Mortality Database Human Mortality Database (2018) for ages 25 to 74 years. The ages have been selected by considering that the focus of this study is the analysis of mortality (not longevity) risk. In some countries insurers issue whole of life assurance, however, in many countries the largest part of insurers' exposure to mortality risk is related to mid-ages. The initial overview of the data in Figure 5 shows that development of life expectancy on birth in Central and Eastern Europe (CEE) (Lithuania and Poland) was very different from Sweden and the Netherlands.
Sweden and the Netherlands experienced consistent and almost linear decline in log mortality rates, which correspond to the experience in G7 countries, see Tuljapulkar et al. (2000) . The development of mortality rates in Lithuania and Poland was different: improvement of life expectancy in the 1960's was followed by stagnation in 1970's and 1980's. At the beginning of the 1990's Lithuania, like many other countries of former Soviet Union, experienced a sharp increase in mortality rates. As illustrated in Figure 6 , the increase coincided with the collapse of the Soviet Union and the start of the transition to market economy, and was especially high for younger age groups. Several studies investigated this phenomena in different countries of the former Soviet Union. For example, Brainerd and Cutler (2005) investigated six factors which possibly had led to the increase in the Russian mortality and concluded that increase in alcohol consumption and stress caused by the transition are likely to be the key causes of this phenomena. We also note that Poland experienced much lower fluctuation in mortality rates at the beginning of 1990's than Lithuania. Since the late 1990's mortality in Lithuania and Poland started to decline. The growth in the life expectancy in Lithuania was irrupted in late 2000's when a sharp increase in mortality rates was observed. The increase coincided with the period of global financial and economic crisis which hit Lithuania especially hard. In 2009 at the peak of the crisis the Lithuanian GDP dropped by almost 15% and that was the biggest decline in the EU. In the 2010's the trend of gradual mortality decline in Lithuania re-established and currently it's rate is comparable to Sweden and the Netherlands.
Lee-Carter Model
According to Lee and Carter (1992) mortality rates may be modelled according to the following formula m x (t) = exp{α x + κ(t)β x + ε x (t)}, x ∈ {1, 2, . . . , A}, t ∈ {1, 2, . . . , T},
where
• m x (t) is the central mortality rate for age x in year t, • α x is parameter, which represents the general shape of changes in log mortality rates with age, • κ(t) is the time varying index, which represents the general trend of changes in mortality rates with time,
• β x is parameter, which determines the impact of the time varying index on age specific log mortality rates, • ε x (t) are residuals, it is supposed that ε x (t) are independent and identically distributed random variables with zero mean and finite variance.
According to the original model fitting procedure, parameters are estimated using two stage procedure. Firstly, κ(t) and β x are estimated using singular value decomposition (SVD) of a matrix of log mortality rates minus age specific constant α x . Age specific constant may be estimated as an average of log mortality rate for each age group. To ensure that the model is determined, the following two constrains are introduced
As the second step, after fixing α x and β x , κ(t) are re-estimated to ensure that the actual historic total number of deaths in a year equals to the fitted number of death. Brouhns et al. (2002) developed a method of fitting the Lee-Carter model as Poisson regression:
where D {x,t} and E {x,t} are the number of deaths and the number of exposed to risk respectively, at age x and time t. The motivation for fitting the model with Poisson regression is to avoid the SVD assumption that errors are distributed homoskedastically. The model is overparametrized as the original Lee-Carter model, therefore, the identifiability constrains (3) are used in this model setting as well.
As noted by McCullag and Nelder (1989) , in practice, when modelling data with Poisson regression it is not uncommon that the variance of the response variable Y exceeds the variance implied by the model according to which var(Y) = E(Y). This phenomenon is called overdispersion and may occur due to a number of reasons, one of which is heterogeneity of the modelled population due to features other than factors explicitly taken into account by the model. For example, mortality of same age population may further vary with income level, urban/rural living location, and so forth. Li et al. (2009) allowed for overdispersion in mortality data by expressing Lee-Carter model as Negative Binomial regression. Such approach allows to estimate different overdispersion parameters for each age group. We will take a simpler approach and will estimate only the total overdispersion parameter. The overdispersion parameter will be used for the purpose of assessment of model fit and where appropriate will be taken into account in simulation of random realisations from model (4).
The Lee-Carter model projections are derived using the same basic model structure defined by Formula (2). In the original paper Lee and Carter (1992) assumed that α x and β x are fixed and changes in the mortality rates are driven by innovations of time varying index κ(t). In later applications, several methods were developed (see Renshaw and Haberman (2008) and Li (2014) for overview) to take into account uncertainty in other model parameters, however, in majority of applications of Lee-Carter model κ(t) has remained the key source of uncertainty. As a simplification, in this paper we will assume that α x and β x parameters are equal to the estimated values and do not change over the projection period.
Under the Poisson regression setting, the two sources of uncertainty are variation of κ(t) parameter, which drives the mean of projected mortality rates, and random variation around the mean, which is also affected by the level of overdispersion. It should be noted, that in the long term projections, random variations around the mean tend to "cancel out" each other, and their effect on long term projections becomes small. However, for one year projections random fluctuations can be significant, see Figure 7 for illustration. Further in our analysis as a simplification we will not allow for additional volatility random due to variation of mortality rates around the projected mean in run-off VaR calculation, which is mainly driven by the long term projections of mortality rates. However, we will allow for additional volatility in one-year VaR calculations, which proportionally is more influenced by the results of the first year projections.
Estimation of Parameters
Firstly, we considered which time periods should be used for estimation of the parameters. Mortality data for Poland and Lithuania was provided from the end of 1950's. Due to uneven development of mortality until 1990's our initial fits of the models for these countries using full data sets were poor. The key reason of the inadequate fit was inconsistent and unstable changes in mortality rates for different age groups. For example, in the early 1990's Lithuanian mortality of mid age population increased sharply. Meanwhile, mortality of higher age population stayed constant. This trend changed in early 2010's when the mortality in mid age groups started to decline rapidly.
One possibility to improve the fit is to include in the model the second term of SVD decomposition or additional set of time varying parameters in the Poisson regression. This modification, for example, was applied by Renshaw and Haberman (2003) when modelling the UK data and Booth et al. (2002) in the model fitted to the Australian data. The inclusion of higher order terms improves the fit, however, in most of the cases higher order parameters proved to be less predictable than the main trend of mortality decline with time, which makes the forecasting problematic. For the Lithuanian data similar adjustment was implemented by Ignatavičiūtė et al. (2012) who applied original Lee-Carter model to the Lithuanian data for the time period 1970 to 2005. The adjustment resulted only in marginal improvement of the prediction accuracy of the model and the second order trend parameter was volatile and difficult to predict. Therefore, we will not include higher order terms to improve the fit of our model.
Another simple adjustment to improve the fit as applied by Lee and Miller (2001) ; Booth et al. (2002) and Tuljapulkar et al. (2000) is to calibrate the Lee-Carter model using only the latest and the most relevant mortality experience. In the Lithuanian case we have refitted the model using the mortality data for 1995-2017. The starting year was chosen by considering that by 1995 all major reforms of transition from Soviet system have already been implemented and by performing the graphical inspection of the mortality trends. In Polish case the fitting period was selected to be 1990-2016 as the reforms of transition to market economy in Poland were implemented earlier and the mortality shock due to transition was lower. For Sweden and the Netherlands the data for 1960-2016 was used.
We have performed the estimation of the model parameters using both the original Lee-Carter model and the Poisson regression approach. When fitting the data with Poisson regression we used the gnm function from R package gnm. The identifiability constrains (4) were imposed as described by Currie (2016) . The estimates of β x parameters lacked smoothness (see Figure A1 in Appendix A, and therefore were smoothed with cubic splines with 11 knots and penalty parameter of 0.3. In order to ensure the internal consistency of parameters, we have refitted the Poisson regression and re-estimated parameter κ(t) using the constraint that α x and β x parameters equal to originally estimated α x and smoothed β x values. After the refitting we checked that due to smoothing there was no major decrease in the log-likelihood. Table 2 provides a summary statistics on the fit of the models. Lithuania has the lowest percentage of variance explained by the first principle component of the SVD. This may be explained by the fact that Lithuania has the highest volatility of parameters β x and κ(t), see panels (b) and (c) of Figure 8 . Poland has the highest overdispersion parameter, which may also indicate lack of fit. Analysis of the residuals indicates some time dependence of the residuals of mid-aged population with time, see panel (d) of Figure 8 . However, for the purpose of our study have accepted the model for Poland on the grounds that overall distribution of the residuals does not indicate major deviations from Poisson model. Figure 8 summarises the results parameter fitting. Overall, the shape of the general mortality pattern by age (parameter α x ) is similar for all four countries, although the level of mortality differs, especially for younger ages. The level of the curves for Lithuania and Poland are not fully comparable with the curves for Sweden and Netherlands due to different fitting periods, that is, the Lithuanian and Polish α x provides an indication of average mortality from the early 1990's and the Swedish and the Netherlands from 1960's.
The estimated parameter of the general mortality trend with time κ(t) is highly volatile for Lithuania. Sweden and the Netherlands demonstrate consistent and nearly linear decline in the value of the parameter as it can be expected from the results of studies of other developed countries (see, for instance, Tuljapulkar et al. (2000) ; Renshaw and Haberman (2003) ; Booth et al. (2002) and Brouhns et al. (2002) ). The trend for Poland is also nearly linear, however, it covers much shorter period than Swedish and the Netherlands trends. We note, that overall, the direction of the trend is similar to all four countries. The more detailed information on the estimated parameters is presented in Figures A1 and A2 of Appendix A. 
Modelling of General Mortality Trend Parameter κ(t)
After carrying the standard time series model identification procedures, Lee and Carter (1992) proposed to suppose κ(t) to be random walk with drift (RWD):
where µ is drift parameter and ε(t), t = 1, 2, . . . , T, are independent and identically normally distributed random errors with zero mean and variance, say σ 2 . ARIMA(p, d, q) models with parameter d equal to 1, predominantly RWD, were the main model for κ(t) in subsequent applications of the Lee-Carter model using the data of various countries. Therefore, our primary hypothesis is that κ(t) derived from re-fitted Poisson regression can be modelled as a differenced time series with d = 1. In order to accept or reject this hypothesis we performed statistical testing of unit roots using Philips-Perron and Augmented Dickey-Fuller tests as described by Hamilton (1994) 
(see Chapter 17).
Philips-Perron test is based on the following regression, in our case, which is fitted using the estimated historical κ(t) values by the ordinary least squares (OLS):
In the equation above, v(t), t ∈ {1, 2, . . . , T} are zero mean residuals, which may be heterogeneously distributed or serially correlated, and µ, ρ, δ are estimated parameters. To test the hypothesis of the presence of unit root the following two statistics are calculated:
where and in the sequel γ m (m = 0, 1, . . . , q) is sample auto covariance with m-th lag, q is the maximum lag considered in the test, σ ρ is OLS standard error of ρ, s is the standard error of v(t), and the quantity λ 2 is calculated using the following formula
The Augmented Dickey-Fuller test is based on the following regression using OLS:
where p is number of lags considered in the test, ε(t), t ∈ {1, 2, . . . , T}, are i.i.d. random residuals with zero mean and finite fourth moments, and µ, ρ, δ, ζ 1 , . . . , ζ p−1 are the model parameters. To test to hypothesis on the presence of unit root the following two statistics are used:
where σ 2 ρ is OLS standard error of ρ and ρ, ζ 1 , . . . , ζ p−1 denote estimations of corresponding parameters. Summary of the test results is provided in Table 3 . The Philips-Perron test statistics were calculated using the pp.test function of R package tseries. The 2-lags model was used for Lithuania and Poland data and 3-lags model was used for Sweden and the Netherlands data. Critical values at 95% confidence level are provided in the brackets are from Hamilton (1994) , (see Tables B5 and B6 ). Overall, the results of the tests support the hypotheses that κ(t) can be modelled as time series with unit root. For Poland the first of Philips-Perron tests fails by a small margin, but the results of other tests support the hypothesis of unit root. Thus we select Random Walk with Drift (RWD) as the model for κ(t) for all analyzed countries. We note that in general, depending on the data, other time series models may be more appropriate, as showed Kleinov and Richards (2017) who performed comparative analysis of modelling κ(t) using RWD, ARMA and ARIMA time series models and concluded that for the analyzed UK data on higher age males more complex ARIMA models can better represent time series of time varying parameter than RWD. We also note, that selection of the time series model might have major implications on the width of the confidence intervals of projected κ(t) and, subsequently, calculated VaR. The estimated parameters of time series models (5) for κ(t) are provided in Table 4 . The drift parameter µ shows that time varying index is expected to decrease faster in Lithuania and Poland than in Sweden and the Netherlands. Considering that the values of β x parameters are comparable for all countries, this implies that mortality in Lithuania and Poland is expected to reduce faster than in the remaining two countries. This may be explained by a higher current level of mortality in CEE countries and the expectations that gradually the level of mortality in CEE countries will become more similar to the rest of the EU. We also note that due to less settled historic mortality experience the estimated variance of time varying index is higher for Lithuania and Poland which leads to wider estimated confidence intervals of the projections, as presented in Figure 9 . 
Methodology of VaR Calculations
Run-off VaR Methodology
We used the following formula for calculation of run-off VaR:
The formula implies that run-off VaR is simply the quantile of the distribution of the deviation of the sum of total estimated losses till maturity in n years minus the Best Estimate at the end of year t which is calculated as the expected value of future mortality cash flows derived using the central projection of the mortality probabilities
The distribution of future cash flows is assessed by performing for each projection year 10 4 simulations of random errors ε distributed according Normal law N(0, σ 2 ) with standard error estimated in fitting RWD model for κ(t). The simulations are used to derive the simulated paths of the Lee-Carter model parameter κ(t) for time moments t + 1, t + 2, . . . , t + n. Keeping the parameters α x and β x be fixed we derive the simulated mortality probabilities, which are converted to cash flows using the formulas described in Section 5.3.
One-Year VaR Methodology
In deriving one-year VaR we use the basic Solvency II principle, which requires calibration of SCR to VaR of the (loss of) Basic Own Funds subject to a confidence level of 99.5% over a one-year period. Basic Own Fund BOF t at the end of year t, is defined as the difference between insurer's assets A t and liabilities L t , valued according to the Solvency II requirements, plus subordinated liabilities, which we will ignore in our analysis as a simplification. Liabilities L t may be disaggregated into technical provisions, consisting of Best Estimate BE t and Risk Margin RM t , and other liabilities OL t . Therefore we suppose that
for each year t.
In practice, there are many factors which could contribute to the change in the Basic Own Funds over the year. Considering that our focus is on the mortality risk, the analysis was performed for a simplified portfolio of a single premium (payable in advance) fixed term life assurance policies. We assumed that there are no lapses, no expenses, no new business, no changes in other liabilities and that claims are paid immediately after they occur. We also assumed that there are no cash flows to or from a shareholder, such as dividends, capital injections, and that the investment return on assets and the discount rate used for calculation of technical provisions both are zero. Depending in the size of a discount rate, discounting would have a similar effect as a reduction of benefits with time, that is, based on the results presented in Section 2 would generally reduce VaR. Finally, we assumed that Risk Margin is also fixed. In practice, changes in Best Estimate and Risk Margin are likely to be positively dependent and Risk Margin is likely to affect VaR. However, we have accepted this simplification, considering that due to its relative size, Risk Margin is likely to have significantly smaller effect on VaR than the Best Estimate.
Under the above assumptions a change in assets during year t + 1 is caused only by a cash outflow CF t+1 due to payment of death claims. Therefore, the random variable of a change in Basic Own Funds during the year t + 1 can be expressed as follows:
Best Estimate for valuation date at the end of the year t + 1, assessed using the information F t available at the end of year t is
Inserting this into Equation (7), and assuming that we assess ∆BOF t+1 using information available at the end of year t we obtain the following expression
Thus, random variable of the change in the Basic Own Funds during the next valuation year is equal to the difference between the initial Best Estimate and the sum random variables of the claims cash flow during the year t + 1 and the Best Estimate at the end of year t + 1.
Substituting the result (8) into Formula (1), we get the VaR formula for the loss of the Basic Own Funds over one year (one-year VaR), with the confidence level of 99.5%, as assessed using the information available at time t:
Thus, SCR is the capital required to cover the excess of the total of claims payments during the first projection year and the Best Estimate at the end of the first projection year over the initial Best Estimate with 99.5% probability. We note that random variables CF t+1 and E BE t+1 | F t are not independent. Actuaries usually reconsider the assumptions used to calculate Best Estimate based on the recent actual mortality experience. For example, significantly higher than expected incurred mortality losses are likely to lead to upwards revision of the Best Estimate mortality assumptions. Therefore, we can presume positive dependence between CF t+1 and E BE t+1 | F t and our modelling challenge is to estimate conditional expectation
There are several ideas how to model this relationship. For example, Richards et al. (2013) for each simulation run added the simulated mortality experience in year t + 1 to the already available historic data and used the total data set to refit the stochastic mortality model, which enabled to quantify variation in mortality trend parameter. Similarly, Börger et al. (2014) used simulated mortality experience for each stochastic run to re-estimate the mortality trend parameter at t + 1. We applied a similar approach, and for each run used simulated time varying index κ(t + 1) of the Lee-Carter model to adjust the RWD drift parameter:
where δ is chosen credibility factor and µ, κ(t) are parameters estimated during the initial Lee-Carter model fitting (see Section 4.4).
Our approach requires setting explicit credibility factor δ, which is avoided in the methods mentioned above. However, the above methods also rely on certain additional model parameters which control the level of trend risk produced by the simulation. Börger et al. (2014) for the purpose of introducing variability in the slope of the linear trend, re-estimates with weighted least squares the trend using a new stochastic realisation of mortality trend parameter. In this model trend sensitivity is dependent on the choice of the length of the fitting period and the weights used. Similarly, using the approach of Richards et al. (2013) , if applied together with Lee-Carter model, trend sensitivity would depend on the selected length of the fitting period. For the purpose of our analysis considering that fitting periods for CEE and non CEE countries differ, we found it more convenient to set an explicit parameter controlling the level of trend risk.
Using the above we firstly take 10 4 simulations of Lee-Carter parameter κ(t + 1) generated in run-off VaR calculations. They are used to calculate a vector of simulated trend parameters µ(t + 1) which, together with κ(t + 1) which set the level of forecasted mortality, and are used to derive the curves of forecasted time varying index starting from year t + 2.
The simulated mortality probabilities are derived as for run-off VaR, except for the allowance for the additional volatility from the mean, as noted in Section 4.2.
Modelling Different Mortality Benefit Formulas
Level Benefits
Since we assume that there is no discounting, lapses, future premiums and the death benefit does not change during the policy term, we can ignore the timing of death benefits during the period covered by an insurance policy. Therefore, for a policy with sum assured of 1 monetary unit we can calculate the sum of expected cash outflows (death benefits) as the estimated mortality probability over the remaining policy term n:
where n q x (t) is n year death probability assuming that a life aged x is alive at the end of year t, and which can be calculated using the following formulas:
n q x (t) = 1 − n p x (t), n p x (t) = n−1 In case of run-off VaR, inserting this into Formula (6) and noting the Best Estimate of term assurance policy with level benefits as BE (L) t , we get that
Graphical interpretation of the formula is provided in Figure 10 . The Best Estimate of the death payout is equal to the expected death probability over the total policy term (represented by the orange line). Run-off VaR (green line) is the difference between 99.5% quantile of the distribution of the death probability over the total policy term minus the Best Estimate.
In case of one-year VaR, in addition to the first year's death benefits we calculate the projected benefits starting from year t + 2, multiplied by the probability of survival in the first year. Inserting to Formula (9), one-year VaR for term life assurance with level benefits can be calculated as follows:
0.005 ∆BOF t+1 = inf l ∈ R : P BE (L) t − q x (t) − p x (t)E n−1 q x+1 (t + 1) | F t > l 0.995 . The red line represents 0.5% confidence interval of the survival probability, which is equivalent to 99.5% confidence interval of the cumulative death probability.
Decreasing Benefits
Consider n year term life assurance policy with initial sum assured of 1 which, at the end of each policy year, decreases linearly by 1/n. Thus, the insurance company is expected to pay 1 if the policyholder has not survived the first policy year, ((n − 1))/n if the policyholders died in the second year, and so forth. In such a case, we have 
where the last result is obtained by changing the order of summation and noting that: q x (t) + q x+1 (t + 1)p x (t) + q x+2 (t + 2) 2 p x (t) + . . . + q x+j (t + j) j p x (t) = j+1 q x (t).
Inserting expression (10) into Formula (6), and noting the Best Estimate of term assurance policy with decreasing benefits by BE
t , we get that the run-off VaR for term assurance with decreasing benefits can be calculated as follows:
Graphical interpretation of the formula is provided in Figure 11 . The Best Estimate of death payments may be approximated by the orange area times the factor 1/n. The 99.5% quantile of the distribution of death payments may be represented by the area above the red line times the factor 1/n, thus VaR is the difference between the two, that is, green area times the factor 1/n.
We take the same approach to derive the simulated mortality probabilities starting from the year t + 1 as in the previous subsection. Then the expected benefits starting from year t + 1 can be calculated using the following formula
Using equality (10) and the main Formula (9) for one-year VaR for term life assurance with decreasing benefits, we get that
1 n E n−1 ∑ j=1 j q x+1 (t + 1) | F t > l 0.995 . Figure 11 . Calculation of Best Estimate (orange area) and run-off VaR (green area) for term life assurance with linearly decreasing sum insured for the policy term of 30 years. The red line represents 0.5% confidence interval of survival probability, which is equivalent to 99.5% confidence interval of the cumulative death probability.
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(c) (d) Figure A2 . Lee-Carter model parameters κ(t) estimated using Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) (before and after second step re-estimation) and Poisson (before and after re-estimation using smoothed β x parameters) methods using data of Lithuania (a), Sweden (b), Poland (c) and the Netherlands (d).
